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The widely accepted cut-point for normal blood pressure (BP) in the office setting evolved over several decades, based on data derived from a variety of sources. The Actuarial Society of America was one of the first organizations to publish BP data on thousands of community residents, followed by other classic studies such as Framingham, Western Electric Company, Kaiser Permanente, and the Multiple Risk Factor Intervention Trial. In every instance, BP readings were based on measurements taken by specially trained health professionals following guidelines for proper BP measurement. As a result of these and other population studies examining the association between different BP levels and cardiovascular outcomes, the importance of systolic and diastolic hypertension was recognized and an office BP of 140/90 mm Hg became the universally established cut-point for separating normal BP from hypertension.

Hypertension Is Not Defined by 140/90 in the “Real World”
There are robust scientific data to support the use of 140/90 mm Hg to define hypertension in clinical practice guidelines. However, the guidelines do not take into account widely recognized problems associated with the quality of manual BP measurement in routine clinical practice. More recent recommendations for diagnosing hypertension clearly acknowledge that an increase in BP attributable to the “white coat response” is frequently associated with manual BP recordings performed in community-based practice. Recognizing this limitation of manual office BP, some guidelines have gone so far as to recommend that home BP and 24-hour ambulatory BP monitoring (ABPM) may need to be performed to obtain an accurate measure of a patient’s BP status. The greater reliance on 24-hour ABPM and home BP in the diagnosis and management of hypertension is the result of numerous clinical outcome studies showing that these measurement techniques are better predictors of cardiovascular events when compared to manual BP readings, even when manual readings are taken carefully in accordance with guidelines.

However, most guidelines do not seem to have fully considered the impact conventional routine office BP might have on both the cut-point and ongoing management of hypertension as experienced by primary care physicians. In most instances, an office BP of 140/90 mm Hg is equated to a mean home BP or mean awake ambulatory BP of 135/85 mm Hg. However, this relationship has been based on BP readings carefully recorded in accordance with guidelines for proper BP measurement (research-quality office BP readings) and may not reflect the BP obtained by doctors, nurses, and other health professionals in routine office practice.

Comparison of Casual and Research-Quality Manual BP Measurement
When the primary care physician records BP using a mercury or aneroid device, the resulting value frequently tends to be higher than what it would be if measurement guidelines were strictly adhered to. In a 1995 report from one of our centers, BP data were obtained from 147 hypertensive patients being treated by family physicians in a large urban community (Table). Several different BP measurements obtained under different circumstances and for different purposes were available, including the last routine reading taken by the patient’s family physician before the patient was identified as a potential research subject, a mean of 2 or 3 BP readings taken for the research study by the same physician in accordance with existing guidelines, a BP reading taken by a research nurse using the same guidelines, and a 24-hour ambulatory BP recording. The physician’s mean BP obtained during a routine visit (146/87 mm Hg) was higher than the same physician’s mean BP reading taken for research purposes (140/83 mm Hg), or when BP was measured by a research nurse (137/78 mm Hg) in accordance with the guidelines.

These differences in BP measurement may also have implications for detecting possible target organ damage. In this study, increases in left ventricular mass index correlated significantly (all $P<0.01$) with the mean awake systolic ambulatory BP ($r=0.24$), research nurse BP ($r=0.23$), and physician’s special research BP ($r=0.27$), but not with the...
physician’s routine BP taken as part of usual clinical practice ($r=0.06$). Thus, the patients’ own family physicians were able to take research quality BP readings as part of a study that correlated with target organ damage (left ventricular mass index) in a similar manner to readings taken by the research nurse or with ABPM. However, the routine manual BP reading taken in clinical practice upon which most decisions on diagnosis and treatment are based not only produced the greatest white coat response but also did not correlate with target organ damage as determined by left ventricular mass.

These observations are consistent with a report on BP readings in 611 patients referred by family physicians or specialists for 24-hour ABPM. The awake ambulatory BP was on average 22/13 mm Hg lower than the BP reading noted by the referring physicians. A nurse’s reading taken in the ABPM unit using a standard protocol was 9/10 mm Hg lower than the routine BP reading in the physician’s office.

Similar findings have been observed in a more recent study from one of our centers. In this instance, BP data were collected from 309 patients referred by their family physicians in the community for 24-hour ABPM (Table). At the time of referral, the physicians were asked to provide the last BP recorded in the patient’s chart by either the physician or nurse as part of routine clinical practice. In the ABPM unit, the technician performed 2 research-quality readings on these patients using a mercury sphygmomanometer with a T-tube connected to the ambulatory BP recorder as part of the standardized protocol to verify the accuracy of the device in the individual patient. The mean BP taken in the office of the patient’s own physician (152/87 mm Hg) was significantly ($P<0.001$) higher than the manual BP taken by the technician in the ABPM unit (140/80 mm Hg). It should be noted that the technician’s reading was still higher than the mean awake ambulatory BP of 134/77 mm Hg.

In both of these studies involving patients referred for 24-hour ABPM, the substantial difference between the routine and research quality readings can be partly attributed to a referral bias, in that many of the patients were likely referred for ABPM because they had a suspected white coat effect.

Graves et al. obtained routine BP measurements in 104 patients who were referred by their physicians for 24-hour ABPM (Table). A research-quality BP performed by a specially trained nurse was also recorded. The mean manual BP taken in routine practice (152/84 mm Hg) was significantly higher than the research-quality manual BP (138/74). Data on 24-hour ABPM were not reported. Similar findings were observed by Gustavsen et al. in 420 patients with newly diagnosed hypertension referred for 24-hour ABPM. BP readings taken in routine clinical practice were compared to research quality BP measurements obtained in the ABPM unit. The routine physician BP (165/104 mm Hg) was significantly higher than the research quality BP (156/100 mm Hg), with the mean awake ambulatory BP being 147/96 mm Hg.

Thus, the numeric BP value obtained in the office is generally higher than a research-quality BP reading from which the normal/hypertension cut-point of 140/90 mm Hg was originally derived. From these data, a routine office BP of 150/95 mm Hg seems to be more comparable to a research-quality BP of 140/90 mm Hg.

### Routine Manual Office BP versus Mean Awake Ambulatory BP

Further evidence to support the existence of a higher cut-point for diagnosing hypertension in routine clinical practice can be seen in studies comparing office BP with ABPM. Comparative data derived from several large series of subjects have equated a manual (research quality) office BP of 140/90 mm Hg with a mean awake ambulatory BP of 135/85 mm Hg. Recent studies also have reported comparative data from routine manual BP obtained from the offices of family physicians in the community (Table). Beckett and Godwin obtained an average of the last 3 manual BP readings taken in the offices of family physicians of 481 hypertensive patients. The mean routine office BP (151/83 mm Hg) was significantly ($P<0.001$) higher than the mean awake ambulatory BP (142/80 mm Hg). Differences of a similar magnitude between routine office BP and mean awake ambulatory BP were reported by Dawes et al. in almost 6000 patients under the care of family physicians in the community. Physicians were encouraged to perform 24-hour ABPM on as many of their patients as possible as part of a research study. The mean of the previous 3 BP readings recorded manually in the office before the ABPM was 164/96 mm Hg compared to the mean awake ambulatory BP of 149/90 mm Hg, a difference of 15/6 mm Hg. In another series of 309 patients referred for 24-hour ABPM, the last routine manual BP taken in the office of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study, First Author</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Routine Clinical Practice</th>
<th>Research Quality Office</th>
<th>Automated Office</th>
<th>Mean Awake Ambulatory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Myers7</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>146/87</td>
<td>140/83</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>132/78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown8</td>
<td>611</td>
<td>161/95</td>
<td>152/85</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>139/82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myers9</td>
<td>309</td>
<td>152/87</td>
<td>140/80</td>
<td>132/75</td>
<td>134/77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graves10</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>152/84</td>
<td>138/74</td>
<td>136/79</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gustavsen11</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>165/104</td>
<td>156/100</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>147/96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beckett12</td>
<td>481</td>
<td>151/83</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>140/80</td>
<td>142/80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dawes13</td>
<td>5918</td>
<td>164/96</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>149/90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the patients’ own family physician (152/87 mm Hg) was significantly \( (P<0.001) \) higher than the mean awake ambulatory BP (134/77 mm Hg). In this study, a manual research quality office BP was also taken and gave a mean value of 140/80 mm Hg.

Data from these studies (Table) show a consistent difference between the mean awake ambulatory BP and the routine office BP greater than the usually recognized 5 mm Hg (140/90 mm Hg for office BP vs 135/85 mm Hg for mean awake ambulatory BP). Thus, BP measured in routine clinical practice seems to be at least 10/5 mm Hg higher than a research-quality office BP leading to the conclusion that the cut-point for a normal BP in the “real world” should be <150/95 mm Hg and not the value of <140/90 mm Hg derived from readings taken in carefully conducted research studies.

Automated BP Measurement in the Office Setting

Despite numerous attempts by a variety of agencies, including the American Heart Association, to improve the quality of manual BP measurement in clinical practice, concerns remain about the validity of readings generated by physicians and other health professionals as part of routine patient care. Moreover, the time required for a health professional to obtain a valid and reliable manual BP in the office has been estimated at 16 minutes, making it difficult for BP measurement guidelines to be followed in routine clinical practice. Some hypertension specialists have even gone as far as suggesting that office BP be replaced by out-of-office BP measurement in the home or with 24-hour ABPM. Fortunately, new developments in automated office BP technology may yet rehabilitate office BP measurement as part of routine clinical practice.

It is now possible to record the BP of a patient in the office using validated devices in such a way that the mean office BP is comparable to the mean awake ambulatory BP. In the aforementioned study by Beckett and Godwin, in 481 patients mean awake ambulatory BP (142/80 mm Hg) was similar to the mean of 5 readings taken with the fully automated BpTRU device (140/80 mm Hg) with the patients resting alone in a quiet examining room. Similar findings were noted in a report from another one of our centers with the mean awake ambulatory BP in 309 patients (134/77 mm Hg) being similar to the mean of 5 automated office BP (AOBP) readings (132/75 mm Hg), once again, taken with the patients resting alone in a quiet examining room.

In these studies, the correlation between the routine manual BP and awake ambulatory BP was significantly weaker than for the AOBP. In the study of Beckett and Godwin, the coefficient of correlation between the mean awake ambulatory systolic/diastolic BP and the family physician’s routine BP was \( r=0.15 \) compared to \( r=0.57 \) for readings taken with the automated BpTRU device. Similarly, Myers et al reported a higher correlation \( r=0.62 \) between the mean awake ambulatory systolic/diastolic BP and the automatic office BP compared to the routine family physician readings \( r=0.32 \).

To date, guidelines have focused on patients with BP readings in the hypertensive range, recommending 24-hour ABPM or home BP to identify those individuals suspected of having a white coat response in the office setting. Recent data from one of our centers showed that the routine office BP tends to be higher at all levels of readings when compared with the awake ambulatory BP as displayed in a Bland-Altman plot in Figure 1. There was a positive bias (95% confidence interval [CI]) for routine manual systolic BP (mm Hg) of 14.4 (12.5–16.3), but the plot for AOBP readings showed minimal bias with mean values for systolic BP being \( -2.8 \) (–4.4––1.1). Similar findings were noted with Bland-Altman plots for diastolic BP (data not shown), with the positive bias for manual readings being 8.3 (7.0–9.5) compared to \( -1.1 \) (–0.1––2.0) for AOBP.

Available Devices for AOBP Measurement

The BpTRU is designed to reduce the white coat response associated with manual office BP measurement by allowing the observer to be absent from the room when the readings are taken, thus eliminating observer–patient interaction and minimizing the anxiety experienced by many patients in this situation. This device is programmed to take the first reading with the physician or other health professional in the room to
verify that the cuff is in the correct position and that the device is obtaining a valid BP reading. This first reading is automatically discarded. The BpTRU can be set to take 5 consecutive readings at 1- or 2-minute intervals with the observer leaving the patient to be alone in the room. The observer is then free to attend to other duties while the BP is being recorded. The display automatically shows the mean of the last 5 readings and all individual readings are stored electronically and can be retrieved from its memory.

In a study involving 50 patients attending the office of a hypertension specialist, a mean of 2 manual BP readings (162/85 mm Hg) was similar to the initial AOBP taken with the BpTRU recorder (163/86 mm Hg). Thus, simply having the observer use an automated BP recording device instead of a mercury sphygmomanometer does not in itself lead to lower BP readings. However, leaving the patient alone does reduce BP with the mean of the next 5 readings in these 50 patients being 142/80 mm Hg. A manual BP was taken after the AOBP readings. The mean value still remained higher (157/88 mm Hg) than the mean AOBP value (142/80 mm Hg), confirming that the decline in BP was not simply attributable to repeated BP measurements.

Previous AOBP studies using the BpTRU device recorded readings at either 1- or 2-minute intervals, timed from the start of one reading to the start of the next one. However, a recent study has shown that intervals of 1 and 2 minutes produce similar BP readings, thus precluding the need for a more prolonged period for AOBP measurement. Readings taken at 1 minute intervals require only several minutes of physician/nurse time and 5 additional minutes of the patient’s time to record the BP.

The difference between the routine manual BP and the mean awake ambulatory BP in the relatively unselected population of Beckett and Godwin was 9.3/3.2 mm Hg. Patients referred for 24-hour ABPM exhibited a difference of 22/13 and 20/12 mm Hg between the routine manual BP and the BpTRU recorder (163/86 mm Hg). Thus, simply having the observer use an automated BP recording device instead of a mercury sphygmomanometer does not in itself lead to lower BP readings. However, leaving the patient alone does reduce BP with the mean of the next 5 readings in these 50 patients being 142/80 mm Hg. A manual BP was taken after the AOBP readings. The mean value still remained higher (157/88 mm Hg) than the mean AOBP value (142/80 mm Hg), confirming that the decline in BP was not simply attributable to repeated BP measurements.

Previous AOBP studies using the BpTRU device recorded readings at either 1- or 2-minute intervals, timed from the start of one reading to the start of the next one. However, a recent study has shown that intervals of 1 and 2 minutes produce similar BP readings, thus precluding the need for a more prolonged period for AOBP measurement. Readings taken at 1 minute intervals require only several minutes of physician/nurse time and 5 additional minutes of the patient’s time to record the BP.

The difference between the routine manual BP and the mean awake ambulatory BP was 9.3/3.2 mm Hg. Patients referred for 24-hour ABPM exhibited a difference of 22/13 and 20/12 mm Hg between the routine manual BP and the mean awake ambulatory BP. Judging by the similarity between the automated office BP readings and the mean awake ambulatory BP values in these different patient populations, it would appear that the BpTRU used in accordance with the manufacturer’s guidelines virtually eliminates the white coat response. Having the mean AOBP comparable to the mean awake ambulatory BP (and probably also the home BP) simplifies comparisons between BP measurements taken within and outside the office setting.

In Canada, the BpTRU has been marketed specifically for the measurement of BP in the office with the patient resting quietly alone in an examining room. Approximately 10,000 BpTRU devices have been sold (US $700–$900), with many currently being used in routine clinical practice (personal communication, BpTRU Medical Devices, Ltd., Coquitlam, BC, Canada). Two similar devices costing about the same are also available commercially, the Omron HEM 907 and the Microlife WatchBP Office. Although, the Omron HEM 907 has been promoted for office BP measurement it has not specifically been recommended for use with patients resting alone in an examining room despite 14,000 devices being in use in countries such as Australia (personal communication, Mark Nelson). Several studies have used the Omron HEM 907 to record BP, but in each instance readings were taken in the presence of a health professional.

Other automated BP recorders such as the Omron HEM 705 have been used in clinical trials such as the ASCOT study, but the observer was present when the readings were being taken. Thus, the practice of recording BP with automated devices with the patient alone in the examining room has not been universally adopted despite having validated, fully automated BP recorders specifically designed to take readings without health professionals present.

The Microlife WatchBP Office recorder has only recently become available and there is limited clinical experience with this device. In a preliminary report from Ishikawa et al., 52 subjects had AOBP measured while they were resting quietly alone in a room using the Microlife WatchBP Office device. Manual research quality readings were also taken and 24-hour ABPM was performed. The authors noted a stronger correlation between the mean awake ambulatory BP and the AOBP readings compared to the manual BP. They concluded that the AOBP measurements were independently related to the awake ambulatory BP after controlling for the manual office BP.

There are several reasons why the patient should be left alone in the examining room for AOBP readings. Patients tend to be more anxious if a health professional is present. Conversation, which tends to increase BP, can only occur if another individual is in the room. Simply having a physician enter the room can also cause a patient’s BP to increase. Similarly, AOBP declines when the physician leaves the room with 75% of the decline in BP occurring within <2 minutes. These findings also suggest that repeated automated BP readings per se are not responsible for lowering office BP to awake ambulatory BP levels when the AOBP approach is used. Furthermore, the goal of eliminating patient–observer interaction, minimizing patient anxiety, and reducing the observer error associated with manual BP measurement would seem to be best-achieved by obtaining multiple AOBP readings in the absence of an observer. Thus, concerns regarding conventional BP measurement using manual devices such as the mercury sphygmomanometer are not based solely on poor technique on the part of the physician or health professional. A variety of factors influence BP readings, not the least of which is patient anxiety, which may be increased if readings are taken in the presence of a health professional.

Recent Research Involving AOBP
Unlike conventional manual BP, readings taken by AOBP measurement have been shown to be unaffected by the setting of the doctor’s office. A recent study found no difference between AOBP obtained during a visit to the physician compared to readings taken in a nontreatment setting. More than 14,000 individuals whose BP was recorded using the BpTRU device are currently being followed-up for cardiovascular morbidity and mortality to relate their BP levels to clinical endpoints. A recent Canadian BP survey of >2500 residents in the Province of Ontario successfully used the BpTRU to record BP. The AOBP readings were compared to BP recorded using a standard mercury sphygmomanometer in a 10% sample of subjects, with the devices showing a close correlation between individual readings aside from the mean manual BP being several mm Hg higher.
individuals has recently been completed using the BpTRU device (personal communication, N. Campbell). The National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) update currently being conducted in the United States is using the Omron HEM 907 for recording BP, although manual BP readings are also being performed with a mercury sphygmomanometer to allow for comparison with other BP survey data (personal communication, Y. Ostchega). Before undertaking this survey, Ostchega et al. conducted a validation study in 509 individuals comparing BP readings taken with the Omron HEM 907 to readings obtained using a mercury sphygmomanometer. There was excellent agreement between the 2 sets of BP measurements, supporting the use of the Omron device for AOBP in routine clinical practice.

The Future of AOBP

It is somewhat surprising that there have not been very many studies which compare BP readings obtained in routine office practice in the “real world” with either research-quality manual BP or ABPM. Recent research into AOBP has shown that this approach to recording BP in the office virtually eliminates the white coat response, results in mean BP readings similar to the awake ambulatory BP (and consequently home BP), and correlates much better with the ambulatory BP than do routine manual BP readings obtained in the community. It should be noted that AOBP is no different from manual BP when it comes to obtaining readings in patients who have an irregular heart rhythm. The presence of atrial fibrillation and frequent ectopic complexes can also affect the AOBP even though readings are taken using an oscillometric technique and not with Korotkoff sounds. Otherwise, the same general guidelines should be followed for both manual BP and AOBP, including the use of an arm cuff appropriate for the patient’s arm circumference.

At the present time, there are no specific guidelines for interpreting AOBP. An algorithm for using AOBP as an alternative to manual BP to diagnose hypertension is currently being considered for inclusion in the next update of the Canadian Hypertension Education Program guidelines (Figure 2). The proposed algorithm is based on the American Heart Association’s classification for daytime ambulatory BP readings: optimum <130/80, normal 135/85, and abnormal >140/90. This algorithm has been validated in 254 untreated patients referred to an ABPM unit for diagnosis of hypertension.36 In these patients, only 7% with an AOBP ≥140/90 mm Hg had a mean awake ambulatory BP less than the optimum BP of 130/80 mm Hg. Thus, patients with hypertension based on AOBP rarely have optimum mean awake ambulatory BP. Patients with borderline AOBP readings should have 24-hour ABPM performed, if available; otherwise, 7 days of home BP readings should be performed to clarify the patient’s status. At the present time, 24-hour ABPM has advantages over home BP6,7 because it provides more readings during usual daily activities including nocturnal BP7 and can identify patients with masked hypertension, both of which might be particularly helpful in the evaluation of patients with borderline office BP readings.

The proliferation of devices such as the BpTRU, Omron HEM 907, and Microlife WatchBP Office into routine clini-
nates the white coat response exhibited by many patients resulting in readings comparable to the awake ambulatory BP. The imminent disappearance of mercury from the workplace because of environmental concerns creates an opportune moment to consider alternatives to manual BP measurement in the office such as AOBP. This article reviews evidence supporting a shift away from the mercury sphygmomanometer and proposes an algorithm for incorporating AOBP into routine clinical practice. The days of a health professional diagnosing hypertension by manually recording a patient’s BP with a mercury sphygmomanometer soon may be over.
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